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ABSTRACT 

The interaction o! 1.0-, 1.25-, and Z.O-Bev antiprotons with protons 

has been studied with the aid of a 4w solid-angle scintillation-counter detector ~ 

system. The measured total cross sections at the above energies are 100, 

89, and 80mb; 'respectively. At each energy, the charge-exchange cross 

eection is approximately 5mb. The total elastic cross sections are 33, 28. 

and ZS mb, t'eapectively, at the three energies. The angular distribution of 

ela.etic scattering has been fitted with a simple optical-model calculation. 
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ANTIPROTON· PROTON CROSS SECTIONS 
AT 1.0, l.Z5, AND Z.O Bev 

UCRL-8851 

Rafael Armenteros, t Charles A. Coombes,§ Bruce Cork, 
Glen R. Lambertson, and W. A. '\Yenzel 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

March Zl, 1960 

INTRODUCTION 

At antiproton energi~;a of 1 Eev and lower, the antiproton-proton 

total, inelaotic-, and elastic-scattering cross sections are considerably 
' ' 1-6 

larger than the corresponding nucleon .. nucleon cross sections. It is 

of interest to discover to what extent this difference persists at higher . 

energies. The present experiment was designed to carry the measurem.ents 

of the p-p croas sections to the highest energy at which an appreciable yield 

of antiprotons is expected from the Bevatron. Measurements of the ela.atic, 

inelastic, total, and charge-exchange cross sections were made at antiproton 

energies of 1.0, 1.25, and 2.0 Bev. The method involved the use of 

scintillation. counters arranged to form a 41f solid-angle detector similar to 
. 3 6 

that used in. two previous antiproton experiments. • 

* This work was done under the auspices of the U. s. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tOn leave of absence from Conseil Nucleaire de Recherche Scientifique and 

Laboratoire de Physique, Ecole Polytechnique, Paris. 

§Present address: University of Idaho, Pocatello, Idaho. 
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I. ANTIPROTON BEAM 

The beam channel (Fig. 1) which carried the antiprotons from the 

Bevatron to the liquid-hydrogen target was similar in design to that described 

by Coombes et al. 3 Negative particles from an internal beryllium target in 

the Bevatron were focused by an 8-in. quadrupole lens, 0 1• A horizontal 

image of the target was formed at the entrance to 0 2• which defined the 

momentum width of the beam. A vertical image of the target was formed at 

the entrance to defiecting.magnet M •. At this point a partial separation of 
' ' 

antiprotons and fast particles was achieved at the two lower energies by means 

of a 40-.ft parallel .. plate velocity selector made from two of the ZO-ft separators 
.. 

described by Coombes et al. 3 Besides removing the dispersion of the Bevatron, 

deflecting magnet M defined the momentum of the beam. Steering magnet c1 

was adjusted to direct into the channel particles of the desired momentum from 

one of three internal t~rgets. These targets were located so that for any 

momentum in the range of interest, particles emitted near . the forward 

direction could be selected. The 4-in. quadrupole system 0 3 ••••• 0 7, 

conveyed the beam through a system of defining counters to the liquid-hydrogen 

target~ Deflecting magnet c2 removed positive particles and off-momentum 

negative particles formed by interactions earlier in the system. The beam 

emerging from 0 7 was well-collimated. Measured 15 ft beyond a7• the width 

of the beam, both vertically and horizontally, was about 2 in. 

Antiprotons in the beam were identified primarily by time of flight. 

The pulses fron1 six 4 by 4-in. scintillation cou11ters (A through lt of Fig. 1), 

mixed in two fast threefold coincidence circuits, were used at the two lower 

momenta. At 2.0 Bev, two other counters (G and H in Fig. 1) were added. 

These were inserted early in the beam channel, and the time -of-flight distance 

used was increased from 90 to 120 ft. An additional fast coincidence circuit 

including signals from G and H increased the discrimination against unwanted 

particles. 
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In addition to the time-of-flight system, the pulse from a gas 

Cerenkov counter (Fig. 2) connected in anticoincidence into each of the fast 

coincidence circuits was used to reject pions, muons, and electrons. Operated 

at 180 psi of methane, this counter did not respond to K- mesons and antiprotons 

in the beam. Methane was selected as the Cerenkov radiator because of its 

relatively large product of index of refraction times radiation length. The loss 

·of particles from absorption and scattering in the 6-ft gas counter was very 

small. 

Separa.tion of antiprotons from background particles was most difficult 

at the highest energy (T .. = 2.0 Bev). Figure 3 shows the yield at this energy p ' 

of detected particles in the beam as the ttming of the time-of-flight system 

was varied. The point marked 11' • was obtained without the pulse from the gas 

counter. It givea the relative number of pions, tnuons, and electrons in the 

beam. With the signal from the gas counter in anticoincide11.Ce, the detected 

yield wao reduced by a £actor o£ about 104• From the symmetry of the delay 

cu1·ve about the tbne of flight .of the K- meson, it is probable that moa;t of theoe 

particles detected with the tuning set for fast particles are K mesons. There ... 

fore an upper limit of 10"'4 can be set on the inefficiency of the gas counter as 

a detector of fast particles. 

From the solid delay curve of Fig. 3 it is not obvious that the K rncoons 

and antiprotOl"lS are cleanly separated. The dashed curves indicate the expected 

shape of the yield curves for K mesons and antiprotons, respectively. These 

curves were determined from the delay curve for fast particles, as measured 

without the gas Cerenkov counter. A characteristic of ,this curve is that on a 

semi-log plot,_ it hr eonvex downward in the absence of background from 

accidental coincidences. The background due to accidentals is ,neglig~ble as a 

result of the high efficiency of the gas counter for rejection of the fast particles 

in the beam. Therefore, using the dashed curves as a basis, we believe that 
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·there io less than 1% contamination of the sel~cted antiprotons. The beam 

characteristics are given in Table I for each momentwn. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedure was similar to that described by 

Coombes et al. 3 The liquid-hydrogen target (Fig. 4) was completely surrounded 

by a sufficient number of scintillation counters to distingubh interactions 

according to whether they were elastic scatterings, charge e':;changes, or 

inelastic processes. The multiplicity of counters was increased considerably 

over that of the previous experiment to permit measurements at high energies 

of the elastic-scattering cross section at small angles. The signal fro:r.a 

each colinter was fed into a multichannel coincidence circuit where it was 

mixed with a ZO m1csec gate formed when an antiproton entered the hydrogen 

target .. The gated signals were added along a 125·ohm transrnia.aion line, 

displayed on the trace o! a Tektronix-51? oscilloscope. and photographed on 

35~mm film. In this way the signal from each of 40 counters was recorded 

for each antiproton detected. Preliminary classification o! events waG made 

as follows: 

(a) A count. in the "good geometry11 counter t ·indicated no interaction. 

(b) A count in the backward counters, a, indicated an inelastic 

interaction. 

(c) An event in which three or more particle's were detected was 

inelaatic. 

(d) I! two particles were detected, the event was inelastic or elastic 

depending upon whether or not the kinematics for an elastic event were satisfied. 

Use of the q and s counters together permitted accurate angular definition at 

large angles in spite of the length of the hydrogen target. 
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Table I 

Beam characteristics. The momentum bandwidth was :!: 6o/o. All quantities 

w~re ln<!asured at the exit of the magnet channel and correspond to operation 

with the velocity separator o££. Operation of the separator at 360 kv l'educes 

tho flux of last particles by the factor shown. !J.'he measured K- yield was 

corrected !or decay in flight, and the values given correspond to production 

yieldo at the Bevatron target. The 'IT- flux was not corrected for decay in 

flieht or !or elech·on contamination. 

Avo rage Solid Separator 

momentum angle p/p tr-/p rejection 

{13ev/c) (10· 3 (lo·lZ (lo- 6 PI,,.. K-/1'1'- factor 

(~ 3'/o} sterad) * 40%) d: 40%) (10-6) (t 40%) (t 30o/,~') 

1.7 0.40 60 1.3 45:1:5 0.028 3 

2.0 0.33 60 1.2 48.!"..:5 0.015 z 
2.3 0.50 15 0.9 15:l::5 0.009 

-
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(e) No count in any of the a, q, r, s, or t counters indicated a 

charge-exchange. 

Corrections were made according to the methods outlined by 

Coombes et al for accidentals, self-absorption in the counters, and counter 

3 . between 
inefiiciencies. · Differences /hydrogen in and out permitted background 

subtraction. Total cross-section measurements were corrected !or forward 

. , scattering by means of the optical theorem relating the i;maginary ,part of 

the .forward-scattering cross section to the total cross sectioi'l· The experi

. mental erose sections are given in Table Il. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the 

measured angular distributions of the elastic scattering at each energy. 

The charge-exchange cross section as measured in this e:1..1>erim.ent 

was the ,.elastic" charge-exchange cross section. From the definition given 

above of the charge -exchange events, it is clear that some contan"lination 

o! the charge-exchange events could have con1e from.h'lelastic events., 

including annihilations into neutral particles. This is true partly because 

the lead converter surrounding the hydrogen target, which was 1~equired for 
. . 0 . 

the detection of the y-rays fro1n u decay, covered only the back half of the 

center-of-nlass solid angle. The amount of contarnination of the charge-

exchange cross section due to inelastic processes can be estimated as followe. 

For p-p interactions, bacltward-!orward sym.metry o£ w0 production follows' 

from invariance under charge conjugation. By comparing the number of 

(inelastic) events in which only the back count~rs counted with the number of 

inelastic events in which only the forward counters cou.nted. we can determine 

how often the lead converter is required for the detection of an inelastic 

event. From this wll! can estimate the probability that an inelastic event was 

not detected and was classi!i~d as a charge -e;,,change. Contamination from 

this efiect amounts to at most a 1-mb error in the cross· section. This bas 

been included in the errors given in Table II. 



Table II 

Antiproton-proton cross sections. The forward scattering correction has been n-.~.ade with the use 

of the optical theorem. The indicated errors are both statistical and systematic in origin. 

Observed Minimum Corrected Charge-

Total elastic cutofi Forward- elastic exchange Inelastic 

Kinetic cross cross angle scattering cross cross cross 

energy section section (deg correction section section section 

(Bev) (mb) (mb) c.m.) (n1.b) (mb) (mb) (mb) 

1.0 :t.OS 100~3 31::1:2 5.4 2 33i:Z s+l 
-1.5 62~3 

1.25:1:.07 89:1:4 26:1: z 5.7 2 ·28:1: 2 4:1:1 57:1:4 

2.00:1:.09 80:1:6 ZZ:I:4 6.3 3 25:1:4 6+Z 
-3 49:1::6 

1 
..0 
• 

c: 
0 
~ 
(4 
I 

(JO 
00 
Ul -
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Ill. OPTICAL MODEL 

An optical'model was used to fit the experimental cross sectiol_ls of 

Table 11. and Figs. 5, 6, and 7. 7 The ray model, ln which the summation 

over angular-momentum. states is done in integral form, was used. A purely 

absorptive interaction was assumed. In this case, the elastic and total cross 

sections respectively may be written 
CIO 

0' 
8 

~ h ·1 [ 1 • a(p)) Z pdp 

and 

[ 1 - a(p)) pdp. 

([) 

(2) 

where p is the projected distance from the center ot the interaction measured 

on a plane perpendicular to the direction of initial motion, and a(p) is the 

amplitude o£ the antinucieon wave after transmission of the region of interaction. 

The amplitude for elastic scattering through angle 8 is given by·· 

.eo 

f(B) = k ( (1 • a(p) )J0 (Zkp sinO fl.) pdp, 

)o 
(3) 

where·. k is the wave number of the nucleon in the center of mass, and J0 is 

the Bessel function of zeroth order. The form of the argument of J0 is that 

recommended by Glauber. 8 

Two dif!erent models were tried: 

(1) Gray disk. .For this model we have a(p) = a 0 for 

p < R. and a(p) = 1 for p > R.. The results for the gray disk are similar to 

those for a gray sphere, and calculations are easier. 
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(2) ~bort range black disk with outside region o! decreasins 

absor}Ztion. .:&'or this model we have a(p) ::. 0 for p < R0, and 

a(p) \':I 1 .. e •(p
2 .. Ro2)/ Po 2 !or p > R 0• .For each model two parameters 

are determined from Eqs. (1) and (2). At each energy, values found for 

a
0 

and R ln Model 1 and R0 and Po in Model Z are given in Table III. 

With these values and Eq. (3), angular distributions were calculated. The 
5, 6, 7 

solid curves ol Fige./ are !or Model 1: the dashed curves are for Model Z. 

The experimental results appear to !avor the interaction that falls off slowly 

with the radiua over the one in which a sharp boundary exists. At lower 

energies, 3 on the other hand, it has been shown earlier that the black ... sphere 

approximation givee a good fit to the data.. The aignific~nce of these results 

is limited to some extent by approxbnations and assumptions made in applying 

the optical model. At low energies, for example, the number of partial 

waves required to describe the interaction is small. 9 

Fol" the present analysis we have neglected poten.tial scattering. 

While this probably has little effect on the large forward seatteJ:ing, it 

rnay contribute a significant part of the large-angle scattering. It t:Jhould. 

~e noted that in this experiment we have 

(
dCY) dU(O) 
<m ==-era-

measured 
+ (4) 

for 30 deg < 8 < 150 deg. This follows from the kinematic symmetry o£ 

the interaction in the center of mass and the fact that the energy is high 

enough that antiprotons scattered at angles as large as 150 deg may escape 

from the target. 
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Table III 

Optical-model parameters a 0 and R are the transmission parameter and 

radius characteristic o! a "black disl~" interaction used in the first model 

deGcrib?d in the text: R 0 all.d Po are the radii characteristic of the second 

.mod·al discussed in the te,ct. This consists o£ an· opaque core and a longer-
. . 2 

range- tail of decreasing opacity. The radius at which the opacity (=1-a ) 

of Model Z. falls to one-half is p. The indicated errors are derived ,only 

!r.om the errors in the cross -section rnGasurements. 

TIS 

~Bev) 

1.0 0.34~.03 

1 .. 2.5 0.37:t.03 

z. 00 0. 38 $: • 01 

• 

R 

Jlo-1 3cm) 

1.55~ .• 02 

1.50:!:.02 

1.43::!;;. 04 

Ro Po 
(lo-13c:rn) (to· 13cm) 

o. 73:~: .06 1.03:1::.03 

0.61 ~.OS 1.02.:'11.:.03 

0. 57:!: .17 o. 98 ::!::.07 

-p 

uo-13cm) 

1.42. *. 04 

1.36 ~ .04 

1. 33:9::.09 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

In Fig. S, the exp~rim<!ntal p-p total, elastic, and charge-exchange 

cross sectiollS ara plotted, together with the results o£ other experiments 

in which the·energy depend~nces o£ the cross sections were measured. The 

total pp and np cross sections at corresponding energies are shown for 

comparison. The results of the present experiment are ln good agreement 
' ' ' 6 

with those o£ Elio:££ et al. for antiproton energies near 1 Bev •. · 

·As with the ·meas\uoe.d nucleon-nucleon interactions, it is expected 

that the character o£ the a.r~.tinuc::leon-nucleon interaction whi 'change at 

energies above threshold for pion productio11. For this reason, optical 
. . 

Model Z is somewh,at mo·re appealing than Model. 1 because it provides for 

an interaction _region of low opacity and large radius comparable with the 
. . ' . 

Compton wave length of the ·pion. lt has been shown that such an interaction 

can account for the observed proton-proton cross sections a.t high energies, 
1 ~· 11 

provided that it is supplernented by a strong short-ra.nge potential interaction 

whose ef£ect falls off with ene1·gy. If Model 2 is used to describe the present 

experiment, the short~range, strongly absoroing region is presunlably to 

be associatt'ld with the annihilation interaction. However, ~lle values of n0 

and Po in Table lll should not be interpreted too literally. The indicated 

errors are related only to the errors in at and a e' and some additional 

variations can be made without causing serious disagreement with the . 

angular distributions of :Figs. 5, 6, and 7. 

The inelastic p-p croBs section includes annihilation, pion production, 

and possibly other processes. In this experim.ent these are not distinguished 

directly. However, there are kinematical differences that Under certain 

assuntptions woul_d allow us to distinguish the annihilation events from 

othor inelastic events. For example, it may be possible ·to separate to . 

soma extent annihilation from inelastic pion production by matins of 
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multiplicity. For annihilation, the multiplicity is known to be high. Insofar 

as only the exterior pion cloud is involved, we might expect that inelastic 

pion production is similar for the nucleon-nucleon and antinucleon-nucleon 

interactions. There are, however, differences between the pp and pn 

interactions. For the pp int:eraction, which occurs in a pure T=l state, 

the cross section for single .. plon producUon rises rapidly above threshold, 

presumably due to the formation of the T=3/Z. isobaric state. For the pn 

interaction which occurs half .the time in T=O and half the time in T= 1, the 

pion·production c::ross. section rises .more slowly with energy just above 

threshold. At 1 Bev, on· the other hand, the inelastic· pn cross section is about 

Zl mb, only slightly lese tha~ the inelastic p-p cross section at the same 

energy. Since the pp inter.action also. occurs in a half·and-half mixture of 

T=O and T=1, we might expect that inelastic pion production is more nearly 

like pn than pp; At Z Bev, two-pion production predominates strongly in the 
. . ' 13 

inelastic pn interaction. · Because of the possibility that two•pion production 

is important, it is doubtful that an .effective separation of annihilation and 

inelastic pion production can be made in the 1- to Z-Bev energy range on the 

basis of multipJicity. 

In the 400- to 700-Mev range there is disagreement between the results 

of Cork et al. 1 and 'Elioff et al. 6 Taken together with tlie results .of Coombes 
3 -

et al. for energies below 400 Mev. the results of reference 6 imply a 

relatively large cross section for pion production, while the lower total cross 

section found in reference 1 would indicate very little pion production just 

above threshoid. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The inelastic, elaotic, ·total, and charge-exchange cross sections 

fall slowly with energy for antiproton energies up to 2 Bev. At 2 Bev the 

elactic, inelastic, and tota,l cross aections are still considerably. larger 

thari the corresponding nucleon-nucleon cross sections. U it is assumed 

that the pion-production crosa section is the sa.tne as for the correapondi11_g 

nucleot1-nucleon interaction at the same energy, then the pp annihilation. 

cross section at 2 Bev is ·about ZS mb. 

At energies below threshold-for pion production, the expedmental 

reoulto have been· fit very well by the. semiphenomenological model of Ball 

and Chew. 9 Relativistic limitationa o£ the potential formalism restrict the. 

use o£ the Ball .. Chew model to low energieo. P'or the present expel'iment1 

the inelastic cross section and the differential elastic-scattedng crooa oection 

have boen fit by a.n optical-model ealculation. A gootl fit can be obtained by 
l 

assuming a purely absorptive interaction of range about equal to the pion 

Compton wavelength and consisting of a totally opaque core o£ :range 0.6 to 

0.7 • lo- 13 em surrounded by a region of lower opacity. 

A theorer.a due to Pomeranchul( predicts with a few plausible aasumptions 

that the difference between particle and antip~:trticle cross sections vaniGhcs in 

th h. . • li ' 14 Thi di . ' ' ' l e 1gn-energy m1t. · a pre chon :La m agreement Wlt 1 meaDuremcnta 

at .Bevatron energiea of the charged-pion-nucleon interactions. 15• 16 The 

theorem is obviously not satisfied for the nucleon-nucleon symtem for energies 

up to 2 Bev. Because o£ the greater mass and complexity of the i1.mdamental 

pa1·ticles involved, and because the annihilation process plays an important 

role, it might be e.;cpected that cross-section measurements at still higher 

energies are required to test Pomeranchul'"' s theorem !or the nucleon-nucleon 

and the antinucleon-nucleon interactions. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement. Here c 1, Cz.• and Mare deflecting 

magneta. Quadrupole sets a1 and Oz. have S~inch apertures: 0 3 .. 0 7 

have 4-in. apertu·res. Counters A through Fare 4-by 4-by 1/4-in. 

plastic scintillators used !or time-o!-flight measurement. Counters 
v ..., 

G and H are 4-by 8-by 1/ 4-in. counters, and C is a gas Cerenk.ov 

counter used to reject pions. 
' ..., 

Fig. z. . Di~gram of conatrl,tction of the gas Cerenkov counte;o. 
. . 

Fig. 3.. Delay curve for time~o£ .. £1ight counters at z..a Bev/c. The curves 

labeled c 1, Cz.• ·and c 3 are outputs of threefold coincidence circuits • .. 
The bottom curve ia threefold coincidence between C 1, c2• at'ld C 3• 

The ordinate is normalized to tbe number of pions in the beam. The 
' . 

abeciasa is the cable delay bet~een counters Q and Fat 2..8 Bev/c. 

The point marked 1r- indicates the fraction of the pions that were 
' ' \ 

counted when the cable de.lay was set for pions and the anticoincidence 

Cerenkov counter input was removed. 

Fig. 4. Liquid .. hydrogen target and surrounding counters. Tbe target 

.flask of O.OlO .. in. stainless steel was surrounded by a 0.003-in. 

copper heat shield and, a 0. 040-in. aluminum wall b1 the forward 

direction,(gasket details are not ehown). Counters !.• J• ~~ through~$ 

R.t through R!O• and St through s4 were plaetic scintillation counters~ 
......... ~ ..... ....... 
A 1/ 4-in sheet of lead (not shown), between the !. counter a and the Hz 
target helped il'l the identification of inelastic events by converting 

0 y-rays from w decay. 

Fig. 5. Angular dilllltribution of elastic scatterings at 1.0 Bev. The zero-

degree point was obtained £rom the measured total croos section with 

the help of the optical theorem. It is a. minimum value, as is predicted 

for a purely absorptive interaction. The curves are from optical .. model 

calculations desc1~ibed in the text. Indicated uncertainties are statistical only. 
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Fig. 6. .Angular distributions of elastic sFatteringa at l.ZS .Bev. · 
( 

Fig. 7. Angular distributions of clastic scatterings at 2. 0 Bev. 

Fig. 8. Energy dependence of total, elastic, and charge-exchange p-p 
cross sections. Results of this e::l:periment are indicated by open 

circlea. The solid circles are from Reference 6, open squares 

from Reference 3,. and open tl·i.angle from Reference 1. For comparison, 

p - p and p • 11 total cross sections are shown. The uncertainties are 

. both atatiodcai and instrumental in origin. 

,. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mlSSlon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




